Local History Link
Keeping you in touch during the coronavirus emergency

No. 11
_________________________________________________________________
Welcome to edition No. 11 of Local History Link. Among the topics, Tony continues his History of Early
Essex with the Stone Age, Joyce writes about her family’s move during WW2, and our well-travelled member,
Barbara, writes about an encounter with Max Bygraves in Australia! So quite an eclectic mix of articles, which
we do hope you will find of interest. But we urgently need more, so please get writing!
Send articles, photos, etc., by email to Jim at jsanctuary28@gmail.com or post to 28 Darlinghurst Grove,
Leigh-on-Sea, SS9 3LG. As usual, keep safe, keep well … and also keep alert!
Tony, Tricia and Jim
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
THE STONE AGE IN SOUTH EAST ESSEX
Looking at the development of our local history area of South East Essex, the first people to inhabit the region
would be the Stone Age people. They first appeared about 4000 BC, emigrating from the Continent. Prior to
this there had been a series of long Ice Ages involving the area and no life had been possible. After the last
Ice Age, the whole area became covered with dense forests.
The first humans, the Stone Age peoples, gradually
appeared from the Continent about 4000 BC. These
were nomadic people ‒ the “hunter-gatherers”. They
gathered plants to eat and hunted animals, armed with
long, sharp sticks. They would collect flint stones
which they found lying around and chip the flint to a
point, fashioning it into all sorts of tools and weapons.
The photo shows flint axe-heads found over a hundred
years ago at Canewdon.
Gradually over the centuries, they became less
nomadic and would settle in small communities, living
in circular mud huts. They would build palisades of
timber around their homes for their protection and to
safeguard their cattle.
In the winter they wore animal skins and in summer
they would often paint their bodies with a blue dye
called woad. Recent investigations have shown that
they were dark or black-skinned, with blue eyes. They
were not very healthy and most died before the age of
thirty.
Artefacts, such as stone axe heads, have been found in
fairly large quantities in the locality, such as
Thundersley, Prittlewell, Dawes Heath, Shoebury and
Hamboro Hill, Hockley. However, very few stone age artefacts have been found in the Leigh area.
Scientists have divided the Stone Age into three periods – Palaeolithic, Mesolithic and Neolithic – which
follow on one after the other. Stone Age people lacked the ability to use metal, such as bronze or iron. Also,
they did not know about the wheel.
About 1800 BC they were slowly replaced by new migrants from the Continent. These were the Bronze Age
people. Tony Bullock
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MEMORIES OF MOVING HOUSE IN WARTIME
Moving house in the war wasn’t easy, with the continued threat of air-raids and bombing. My Dad had just
been posted to Singapore in the army, and Mum was left with three children – one a new baby just three weeks
old. We were living in rooms at Teddington, Middlesex, having been evacuated from Shoeburyness. The airraids were frequent so Gran suggested we went to live with her and Grandpa in their one-bedroom, third floor
flat at Walton-on-Thames, Surrey. Gran could help Mum with the children and at least we would all be
together.
We didn’t have a car so the move to Walton would have meant travelling by bus and train. However, going
on the buses with numerous bags containing our household effects would be endless so Gran came up with
the idea of moving house using the big, deep baby pram and taking it on the train. The railway station wasn’t
close to either home. At Teddington, we had a walk of a mile and a half to the station, followed by several
stops on the train, and then a two and a half mile walk at the Walton-on-Thames end. One station had a lift,
but at Walton station we had to bump the pram up the steps and over the bridge.
Mum and my brother and baby sister stayed at Gran and Grandpa’s flat while Gran and I made numerous trips
to load up the pram, which we put in the guard’s van on the train. When it was empty, Gran and I gave each
other rides in the pram. I remember on one occasion when I was having a ride in the pram, I met my teacher
and was so embarrassed because Gran wouldn’t stop to let me get out! So later, when Gran was in the pram,
I wheeled her up to the main road and people waved and tooted from their cars!
Living in Gran’s flat was quite crowded. Our beds were put up in the living room and we had to keep very
quiet when the news was on the wireless. It was amazing how we managed. The lights were always going out
and a shilling had to be found for the electricity meter so they could come on again, although listening to the
Palm Court Orchestra in the firelight was very enjoyable.
We still experienced air-raids, and some incendiary bombs made holes in our ceiling. One even landed in
Gran’s washing-up bowl! When it rained, we had bowls on the floor and the water would be drip-dripping
into them.
Grandpa worked in a local
factory with really regular
hours. When the factory hooter
sounded, we knew exactly when
Grandpa would return home,
and his meal was always ready
for him on the dining-table. We
had an Anderson Shelter at the
bottom of the garden and when
the air-raid siren sounded, we
sat in the shelter and could hear
the neighbour’s gossip! If we
didn’t go to the shelter we laid
down in the passageway by the
front door. Often window panes
were broken by a bomb blast.
We could see the search-light
beams and barrage balloons,
and the flames from lots of
burning building, set on fire by
the bombing. As school
children, we spent many hours
in air-raid shelters, singing Ten Green Bottles and One Man went to Mow a Meadow! We saw lots of flying
bombs (doodlebugs) flying over our flat and landing all around us. One knocked our chimney off!
We lived with Gran and Grandpa for four years before we returned to our house in Shoeburyness. Dad didn’t
go to Singapore after all, but spent four years in India, and thankfully we all returned safely to our home at
Shoeburyness. Joyce Taylor
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MAX BYGRAVES REMINISENCES
Hi everybody. Well there I was chatting to Tricia and thanking
her and Jim and Tony for the latest Local History edition, with
all their lovely articles to cheer us up during this weird time. I
just mentioned that the article about Max Bygraves reminded me
of my childhood, when our family was living in Stanmore,
Middlesex, and my brother Roger was Max’s paperboy! I am
going back 65 years here, and that I had run into Max B and his
wife about 15 years ago, whereupon Tricia said I should tell all
of you about it.
Once upon a time, when I was conducting a Titan Travel
Australian Highlights tour, my clients and I were sitting at Cairns
Airport waiting for our flight to Brisbane, when who should
come and sit amongst us but Max and his wife. They were really
happy to chat with us, being fellow Brits, and my clients
certainly had loads of new experiences to tell them about.
In the Cairns area alone, we had been up to Port Douglas to take
the Quicksilver catamaran out to the Great Barrier Reef, where
we had donned royal blue Lycra ‘stinger suits’ so that we could
snorkel over the reef with flippers on our feet, and with hands covered in case we encountered the tiny
venomous jelly fish (Irukandji) which, if it stings you can cause paralysis of the whole nervous system, and
can lead to death. We did in fact see the most wonderful large, colourful and beautiful fish. We also went
down in a sort of submarine to inspect the corals – brilliant for those who didn’t want to get wet. Others
decided a helicopter trip was absolutely the thing to do to see the reef and the whole Quicksilver pontoon and
ship from the air.
Another day I had taken them up to Kuranda – initially we went by steam train (a novelty for those who didn’t
experience the Fenchurch~Street line in the mid 1950’s!). A stop half way up to admire the Barron Falls
waterfall gave time for photos, (some of which were taken by my niece Wendy who, as part of her travel year,
just happened to be working there as a photographer, so it was fun for me to meet up with her). In Kuranda
we had time to check out the town, buy souvenirs, and just
people-watch … we were surprised to see many aboriginal
men lying around fast asleep even though it was 10 am, but
later we were told that it was pension day and quite a lot of
the locals drank a lot of alcohol as soon as they were in
funds! After that, we had gone on the Skyrail cable car over
the canopy of the rain forest, before getting a closer look at
the trees when we walked along the boardwalk. We had
finished the day with a visit to the Tjapukai Aboriginal
Centre where, after seeing a great show with traditional
singing and dancing, etc, we were encouraged to try circular
breathing on a digeridoo, or to blow darts (not poisonous),
or we learned how to throw a boomerang.
Another day we went to visit the Daintree Rainforest, and in
a moment of folly I said we could well spot a Cassowary
bird (a cross between an Ostrich and an emu is the nearest I
can think to describe it). Well, everyone was on the alert,
but we didn’t see one (well they are a very shy bird actually), although someone thought they had seen one
dashing behind a tree. Obviously, I felt morally obliged now to find them a Cassowary to photograph – almost
impossible – until I spotted a little zoo on the way back to the hotel. I stopped the coach and ran in to ask if
they just happened to have a Cassowary and, if so, could we possibly see it to photograph, without paying the
full admission price. By now the zoo had a closed sign on it, and the animals were being fed. The owner could
see I was on the spot, so he welcomed us in with open arms and said he had in fact got TWO, and we could
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visit all the animals and he wouldn’t charge us as we could be ambassadors for the zoo when we got back to
Cairns. Then he made 25 Mango smoothies for us, free of charge because someone had given him a big sack
of them. So, my people did get to see the Cassowary after all.
Sorry, I seem to have digressed from Max Bygraves! As you can see, we certainly had a lot to chat about with
him and his wife. It’s a small world, but, in the words of the great Louis Armstrong - It’s a wonderful world
- which was the music I used to play at the end of the tours as we arrived at the airport for our flights back to
the UK. Barbara Santarelli
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
A WHALE OF A TALE!
Listening to the news the other day that the corpse of a whale had washed ashore at Holland-on-Sea last week,
brought to mind a similar event at Leigh, but well over a century earlier.
In 1890, fishermen discovered the body of a whale afloat in the estuary and towed it into the creek. It was
hauled onto Bell Wharf where it became quite a curiosity to the people of the town. The fisherman who found
the whale thought it might have some commercial value. However, oil from the unfortunate mammal started
to ooze from its body and before the fishermen could achieve any benefit from their find, it slid away into the
creek. Decomposition set in, creating an odious smell that wafted across the town. The carcass became such
a nuisance that it had to be cut up and buried on the marshes. The photo below shows two very proud fishermen
sitting on their ill-fated trophy.
Other whale landings were chronicled by Philip Benton in his The History of Rochford Hundred published in
1857. He recorded that in 1806 a 36ft whale had come to Leigh after being discovered washed up on the
marshes, and in 1826 a whale 46 feet in length was found on Foulness Sands and towed by barge to Leigh,
where it was brought ashore.

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
FROM DEE GORDON’S THE SECRET HISTORY OF SOUTHEND

At Benfleet is the historic Hoy and Helmet, formerly The Hoy. This was an inn with the
reputation for housing smugglers and with tunnels that still exist underneath the car park.
These were reputed to be linked to the nearby Benfleet Church.
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RICHARD RICH AND ROCHFORD HALL
Sir Richard Rich, or Lord Rich of Leez, as he later became
known, was born in 1496 in Basingstoke, although some
sources claim he was born in the London parish of St.
Lawrence Jewry. Little is known of Rich’s early life, but it is
recorded that in 1516 he entered Middle Temple as a lawyer.
By 1528 Rich was in search of a patron and wrote to Cardinal
Wolsey. In 1529, Thomas Audley, the English barrister and
judge who served as Lord Chancellor of England from 1533
to 1544, succeeded in helping him get elected as Member of
Parliament for Colchester from 1529. As Audley's career
advanced in the early 1530s so did Rich's career, through a
variety of legal posts, before he became truly prominent in
the mid-1530s.
He married Elizabeth Jenks in 1518 and had the distinction
of fathering six sons and ten daughters, as well as an
illegitimate son and three illegitimate daughters. Clearly, a
very busy man!
Over the years, Richard Rich had acquired much land and
property in Essex. He was a most scheming and cunning
individual, continually shifting his political allegiances to
ensure he stayed on the right side of the political divide. In
1536, Rich became the chancellor of the Court of Augmentations, established for the disposal of the monastic
revenues. His own share of the spoil, acquired either by grant or purchase, included Leez Priory and about a
hundred manors in Essex. Rich also acquired – and destroyed – the real estate and holdings of the Priory of
St. Bartholomew-the-Great, Smithfield. He built the gatehouse, which still survives in London as the upper
portion of the Smithfield Gate. He was Speaker of the House of Commons in the same year, and advocated
the King's policy. In spite of the share he had taken in the suppression of the monasteries, the prosecution of
Thomas More and Bishop Fisher, and of the part he was to play under Edward VI and Elizabeth, his religious
beliefs remained nominally Roman Catholic.
Rich was also a participant in the torture of Anne Askew, the only woman to be tortured at the Tower of
London. Both he and Chancellor Wriothesley are notoriously said to have turned the wheels of the rack with
their own hands.
In 1552, he purchased the manor and estates of
Rochford from Henry Carey, son of Ann Boleyn’s
sister, Mary. (At the time of Henry’s birth in 1526,
Mary was the mistress of Henry VIII and it was
rumoured that he was the boy’s father.) The
estates included Rochford Hall (see photo), then
one of the largest houses in Essex. The property
had been reconstructed around 1480 from an
earlier building, which is recorded in The
Domesday Book. The extent to which the
immensely wealthy Richard Rich added to
Rochford Hall is not documented, but it is most
likely that the family wealth financed the building
work that took place in the late 1500s and early
1600s, transforming Rochford Hall into a much
grander residence.
Richard Rich died at Rochford Hall in 1567, leaving the magnificent building to his son and heir, Robert. He
is buried at Holy Cross Church, Felsted. Jim Sanctuary
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THE GREAT STORM – 15TH OCTOBER 1987
Issue no. 8 of Local History Link featured two images of the devastation in the town caused by the Great Storm
of 15th October 1987. These were passed to me by Lyanne Loveday and were discovered when she was
having a clear-out in preparation for moving home. Below are two more images from Lyanne’s collection,
taken on the morning of the clear-up and showing two of the hundreds of trees across the town that had been
felled by the devastating winds.

Removing fallen trees from Warrior Square, Southend-on-Sea

An uprooted tree near the Christian Science Church, London Road, Leigh
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